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A TOTAL SUCCESS
WWPC's 28th World Convention in Pattaya, Thailand
16,284 One2One Meetings were successfully accomplished during three (3) full day sessions
with all WWPC Members engaging together with lively spirits and professional dialog.
From the Welcome Reception kick-off, the WWPC Network's Signature Social Business Networking Events
combined with our Professional Day Sessions ensured a full, complete program designed for maximum networking between our members!
The Thai Evening Extravaganza Theme Evening was an amazing delight that was complete with a gourmet dinner, open bar, exotic themed shows
and entertainment, that continued under the stars with music, dancing, and an elaborate Fireworks Display. An event enjoyed by all!
An enjoyable networking mixer of a piano bar/karaoke was a resounding success and showcased some of the talents of our WWPC Members,
and for our finale, the WWPC Farewell Fete was a wonderful way for the WWPC Members to mix together one last time at the close of the convention.
Three (3) Days, Four (4) Evenings, 60+ hours of Dedicated Networking Events, Continuous Professional Dialog,
the WWPC Convention accomplished it's goal of creating a Convention dedicated to creating the partnerships
that our members have come to enjoy and rely on.
The entire event was complete with the sights and sounds of warm laughter and smiles between all who attended.

WWPC Conventions, where business, partnerships, and friendships are created......

Dear Team WWPC
There are conferences and then there are conferences.
Most organizers tries too hard to make the conference a success and most of the time these meetings are a disaster. As most of us are in the business to make money.
Some organizers are there to “hit and run.”
WWPC is here to stay and as it grows, members are growing with it. Hardly any effort is spared to make the meet a special one every time.
I have been to many conferences and NO ONE comes near to WWPC. And I’m not saying this to gain points. I have never done that and will never do that.
Over the years at WWPC, I have made many friends some that the we do business with some that will remain lifelong friends. However if and when the opportunity
arises for sure these friends will be the first that I will think about. I have never been pressured to do business with anyone. It comes naturally.
I hope that I will have many more years with my favorite people:
1) Leslie (When I grow up I wanna be like you)
2) Jennifer (My Legal Eagle)
3) Michelle (My shoulder to cry on)
4) Ron ( My Brother)
Like Debby Boone said “you light up my life”
Once again Thank you very much for a great conference.
God Bless

Dear Leslie & Team,

My Best Regards,
Prem Singh
ARIAN WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS PTE LTD
Singapore

It was really a great pleasure meeting you and your team during the conference held in PATTAYA
from 11th to 15th Oct 2015.
This is my first conference in WWPC Network and it was really a wonderful event and a great
platform where we could meet all our existing & new friends from across the globe. More than
the business, I strongly believe and value building relations & friendship and WWPC Network is a
fantastic forum to develop the same.
I thank you and your team for all the efforts and hard work put in to make this event a great success and also thanx a ton to the Management and the Team of WWPC NETWORK for all the assistance extended to me during the conference.
I wish you good luck and a great success ahead and look forward to see all of you in Spain during
the next conference.
Best rgrds
P.P. Ayyoob
HAKTRANS Global Logistics LLC
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

To Leslie's Team and All members

Greetings FREIGHTEX Logistics WLL

Wow !!!!!
Being my first time at the WWPC conference , It was truly a memorable experience.
WWPC is a standout network with dedicated staff and wonderful
Agents from around the world.
To all involved well done and can't wait for the next one.
BRING ON SPAIN !!!!!!

We feel pleasure to share that the 28TH WWPC Worldwide Convention was beyond our
expectation and we appreciate the effort taken by the organizers for creating a 5star global
forum where in we got a unique opportunity to bench mark ourselves and to exchange ideas
with the eminent personalities across the globe. We hope that the seeds thrown during the
conference will grow into a prosperous network allowing us to keep in touch with the people
whom we met. It was really a great group and the enthusiasm and positive spirit of each delegate helped out in making our time together both productive and entertaining.
Wish each and every one a great success on your future Endeavour’s.

Kind Regards,
Tom Kalabalikis
Cargo Transport
Australia

Thanks & Regards,
Shafeek V Muhammad
Freightex Logistics WLL
Doha, Qatar

We have just returned from another very efficient WWPC convention in Pataya.
Again the setup was incredible and 15 minutes per meeting gives you plenty of opportunity to
communicate the necessary and we were able to meet all the members we wanted to meet,
and more!
Although we have been a member for many years, again we saw many new faces. WWPC
keeps growing through their business model. It's one of a kind.
The social evening events are always well prepared and organized, it is a pleasure to meet all
the different cultures in a different and relaxing environment where everything is taken care off
from food and drinks to music, dance and laughter.
Our Member of the Year award 2015 is visible placed in our office, together with the other
awards of WWPC we have received over the last years.
Well done again WWPC ladies and see you soon in Spain! Aiming for Table no.1 :-)
Met vriendelijke groet / Kind regards,
Mark Lases
Your Cargo Contact B.V.
The Netherlands

Dear Leslie / Jennifer
We want to send you all our best wishes and congratulation for what you done in Pattaya at the 28th WWPC WOLRDWIDE
CONVENTION
Everything was perfect from the location chose, welcome party , meeting room arrangement until the last party. Every details
was chose with maximum attention and this was saw by every attendees of this conference - we discuss with a part of them
and they told us the same words
As you know .. this was the first WWPC conference that we attend and you- due the programs and how arranged all detailsmake us feel as we are member from the beginning of this network, like in a family.
This conference was different- much more interesting - compared to other conferences that we attended in the past and for all
this is your (both of your Leslie/Jennifer) "fault" :) :)
Thank you for all memorable moments that we spent at this conference and once again Congratulation for what you done
there
Respect and warmly hugs from Romania
Bogdan Stoian and Catalin Palade
RILVAN SERV SRL/ Romania

“Pattaya 2015 was a great event, this was my third WWPC event that I have attended
and every time I attend the events get better, It was great to see old friends and make
some new friends as well as discussing business opportunities, can’t wait for next
event ! “
Rob Salt
Oceanblue Logistics
United Kingdom

Dear WWPC
First of all my deepest heart congratulation for such a amazing and beautiful convention.
Since 35 of my years in forwarding and shipping business with different networks , this
convention and your arrangements were something out of this world, I am really surprised
and happy that I have finally selected the right group for my business promotion.
I find all of the WWPC members were highly professionals and top management like
leslie and Jennifer were excellent, their arrangements and personal interest in conference
was on the top.

Dear Leslie and the Team,

I and my entire SAB team is really proud to be member of your network.

Thank you very much!
This was our first participation at WWPC Convention in Pattaya, and I have to tell
you, it was the most successfull and fun of all meetings that we have ever participated.

Hats off again for your excellent arrangements.
Syed Khawar Abbas.
SAB Shipping
Saudi Arabia

You and the Team have organized this event professionally, and had the right balance
between work and out-of-table conversations.

Dear Leslie / Jennifer / Ron & Team

I have learned much of the members, and I am sure that we will have more business
together.

EXCELLENT ……. One of the most successful Convention - 2015 Pattaya….
Good hotel / Meeting Room and Facilities.

I look forward to next convention :-)!

Managed to complete the entire productive meetings during the full convention.
Explored great opportunities for growth . Looking forward for continues support and
cooperation from all our members.

Best regards
Gabor Barta
ITS Logistics Hungary Ltd.
Budapest, Hungary

Looking forward for the next convention….
TKS / BRGDS
Ganisan
VLI Logistics International (M) Sdn Bhd - Malaysia

Pattaya Convetion was very effective and efficient.
Unlike other networks' conferences where a lot of attendees left on the last day, almost all the participants stayed until the last minute of Pattaya Convention. Even if the time was over,
quite a few un-met agents came to us to discuss business. I strongly feel that all people were serious in business, not there for sightseeing. So I am confident that we can and will generate
new business from Pattaya Convention.
I like the Ice Breaker time too. People chatted, sang and danced in casual dress. You would see another side of a person - a live and real person, not the one only with stiff business face.
The whole event was organized professionally. A detail: the stationery, meeting information and especially the reminding paper on the table were sweetly helpful.
We all look forward to the next conference.
Best Regards,
Bill ZHANG
Aggio Global Logistics Shenzhen Co., Ltd.
China
Dear Leslie & WWPC fellow members,
We would like to thank everyone involved in the event for a wonderful time. We can´t
tell you how much we appreciated the way the event was organized. The one on one
meetings went through smoothly and professionally, the company was fabulous, the
food superb and social events marvelous.
We appreciate our fellow forwarders taking time from their busy schedule to be there.
We hope there will be follow-ups of new business opportunities for all of us.
Thank you once again and see you in Spain!
Carolina & Sara
Boluda Cargo Int’l
Valencia, Spain

Dear Leslie, dear Jennifer,
WOW.............. what a convention. I do not remember that we had held a convention
with so much attendees. Unbelievable.
But this is of course the result of a professional Management of WWPC .
I take opportunity to thank you sincerely for the super organizing the event which is
breathtaking. I had a great time with our friends, partners and new colleagues and on
One on One was very neatly arranged. I thank you for all the favor and co-operation.
Nothing , really nothing to complain !!!!!!!!!!
Once again thanks a lot for your time and I wish you a fruitful and a very pleasant day
ahead!
See you all again in Ibiza...
Mit freundlichen Grüßen / with best regards
Oliver Buell - Managing Director
Insa Air & Sea
Germany

Dear Leslie / Jennifer & All WWPC friends,
I just wanna say a BIG Thank You to everyone for the fantastic conference in Pattaya.
In my humble opinion, it was one of the best WWPC gatherings & everyone truly enjoyed themselves.
It was lovely meeting & catching up with everyone & the hotel + food + evening events
was amazing! :o)
On behalf of VCK Logistics Singapore, allow me to say that we cant wait for future
conferences & it is pure bliss to be a part of WWPC family.

It was quite an enjoyable yet very intimate event for each of the member of WWPC in
Pattaya, Thailand.
We at Cadano Cargo Transport Services, Inc. certainly encourage each and every
member of our group to be not just on the member's list but instead attend in every
occasion as it will give you the opportunity to feel the "family" environment. One on
One meeting is a potential advertising campaign which starts in getting to know each
other and building a very good rapport and a brother and sister relationship which
eventually leads to a good business connections.

Cheers & Be Well,
Gerard Goh
VCK-Vanuatu Air (S) Pte Ltd
Singapore

I salute WWPC Convention Team for this wonderful event in Pattaya, Thailand and we
are looking forward for next years Convention in Spain.

Dear Leslie and Jennifer

GOD BLESS US.

Congratulations! The Convention was a success.
I have no doubt that was one of the best of WWPC .
The quantity of delegates and quality of the meetings .
The attention of the staff of the Hotel , the organization of the meeting room, was
perfect!

Renz Adriano Intia - Business Development Manager
CADANO CARGO TRANSPORT SERVICES, INC.
Manila, Philippines

About the Social Events: I had a great time with All My Friends. Thank You!
Now, waiting for Spain.
P.S. Thanks for Ron, He is wonderful, always ready.
All the Best!
Ana Quirino
National Freight
Brazil
Hi Jennifer / Ms. Leslie
I would like to thank you and appreciate to arrange this best convention , I must say that this
is the best convention / meeting / group conference I have ever had . I congratulate you to
arrange it , appreciate your management . I can say that all group members are really very professional , in this group we can claim all are like a real FAMILY .
Once again thanks and appreciate .
Regards
FAIZAN SATTAR
INFINITY SHIPPING SERVICES
Main Shahrah e Faisal, Karachi, Pakistan

More years and success to all of us.

Dear WWPC Convention Team,
Good morning.
I wish to tell you simply, sincerely and honestly that I am also the members of some
other freight forwarding network but I able to find out WWPC very easily for the below quality:
1) Very much systematic, professional and encompass with technology.
2) Very prompt and positive
3) Preplanned, advance and friendly.
For me, it was the 1st attendance of WWPC convention but enjoys a lot and I decide
to be closer with WWPC members and share my business with them. I don’t know how
you will accept my comments but what I achieve, I truly describes in above.
Please convey my greetings, love and respects to Ms. Leslie and her team for arranging
these types of successful convention at Pattiya, Thailand.
Have a nice day!
Best regards,
Azad
First Greenhill Logistics Ltd
Myanmar

Dear All,
The 2015 WWPC Network Convention held Oct. 11-15, in Pattaya, was a huge success. With high attendance and abundant networking opportunities, the WWPC event drew praise from
attendees from all over the world of the logistic industry. Approximately 260 attendees participated in the event, making it one of the most popular conventions in its history.
The 2015 event was centered on the concept of The Power of Logistics cooperation: Shaping your company’s Future, and attendees used it as a platform for making new business connections, continuing their professional development and advancing their careers.
I would say that the 2015 Pataya convention was one of the best-received events WWPC have ever conducted. We've heard overwhelmingly positive feedback on the quality of the
event, the programming, the networking opportunities.
We're very thankful to all WWPC staff who helped to put the event together, and who were our hosts for this fantastic time in Pataya.
Sincerely yours,
Rasa Zdanaviciute
Baltic Freight Services UAB
Lithuania

Dear Members of WWPC
It was great meeting you all last week in Pattaya.
Ordan-Cargo , your local agent in Israel will be happy to serve you 24/7
dealing with your requests – to and from Ashdod , Haifa and TLV Airport.
I personally thank Leslie and her team who created this unique event once
again giving us a feeling we are one family.
Sincerely,
Elinoar Pridan
Ordan - Cargo Ltd.
Tel-Aviv, Israel

Dear WWPC organizer,
Thanks for having FAMOR to be in the WWPC members circle.
The recent concluded Pattaya meeting is our first attendance & I must admit the crowd is
amazing so is the venue environment.

Dear WWPC,
It`s the first time for me to attend WWPC conference. Definitely it`s a
professional network and it`s a wonderful meeting at Pattaya!
I know a lot of new friends here and believe we`ll cooperate with each
other and get new biz on board soon.

Am not sure about others but I am feeling great & excited to start this new journey with all
WWPC members.
Believe you will agree with me that business is always on two way & though on areas we
might not be able to work together now, being in the same group circle we will always try our
level best to support each other.
GO GO GO WWPC...

B.rgds
Jacky
Seatek
China

Best Regards,
Josh Ling
FAMOR Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Malaysia.

Dear WWPC,
It was my indeed pleasure to be a part of WWPC family and Joining at WWPC 28th Annual Convection at Pattaya , Thailand’15, I could really understood the meaning of “Individually,
We are one drop. Together, we are an ocean.” It was really an Ocean I have found there !
It was really a nice convention at Pattaya , Special thanks to Leslie and her Team/WWPC team for organizing the whole things in such a nice and convenient way to all . They selected
such nice place , Design the whole day to evening event scientifically and psychologically meaningful and in a pleasant way.
That is the first convention I have attended for WWPC but I believe that should be ever successful, meaningful convention to all the members. I think it could rarely happen other than
WWPC to found such big crowed together from every corner of the globe and to put them all to let have opportunity to introduce themselves to all others and share experience, feeling , Business info , co-operation on each other.
I am really really glad to have so many good Friends together in such a easy way !!
One 2 One Meeting really make good sense to build confidence, trust exchange info, experience to find more business opportunities together .
I really Loved and enjoyed the whole things there and would like to be the part of WWPC family for future too and would be my great pleasure to join all future even of WWPC.
Thanks a lot again and all the best wishes to WWPC team and to all my Valued Partners & Friends at WWPC family .
Best Regards.
Golam Jakaria Babu
Well Freight Logistic Services
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Dear WWPC Admin,

Hi Team,

It was great fun to join the WWPC conference , particularly this year 2015.

I just want to say thank you for a great conference once again.

WWPC warmed up all of us by opening the session in Facebook, which did
help a lot for us to get to know each before meeting goes lives.

What made it great was the location, the hotel, the evening entertainment and the fireworks.
But greater was the networking opportunity to grow our respective businesses and form
alliances.
But even greater was catching up with old friends and making new ones. So through you I
would like to welcome all the new members and first time attendee. I hope to see you in
Spain.
The WWPC conference is like a family gathering once every six months. What make family
gathering enjoyable is the parents.

Thanks for reminding us on -Tips for good networking -that really useful
which we know well but most of the time still fall in the same traps.
Thanks every friends from all over the world who came a long way to meet
to talk , to sing and to dance together in such a nice and cozy places .
Thanks Leslie and teams for arranging the unforgettable meeting and various
sort of fun and joyful activities.
Let's work towards and keep our friendship & business growing together .
Warmest Regards
Ms.Monthida Chaiyapon ( Mon )
Budget Logistics Services Co.,Ltd.
Samutprakarn, Thailand

In our case Leslie, Jennifer and Ron and this time we met Michelle.
Without your dedication and hard work, we would not have such wonderful meetings. So a
BIG THANK YOU to all of you.
I look forward to Spain… Hasta la vista, baby!!!!!
Regards
Gilbert Ernest
GE Forwarding & Consulting

Dear WWPC Team,
“Great opportunity to meet great partners face to face, as well as to
build new relationships”.
Thanks and kind regards,
Nicolás Terzano
Startrans
Barcelona, Spain

Dear Leslie & Jennifer,
Thank you so much for all your incredible hard work, planning and foresight which made this conference the most friendly, highly organized, exciting, stimulating, memorable historic conference!!
Everything seemed to work out very well. The one on one meetings were productive & fruitful, the location was convenient, and the evening events were so familial, exciting and entertaining.
Having the chance to interact face-to-face with luminaries in the field of logistics was truly an honor. I consider the WWPC Conference to be an important platform where experts can share on
how to tackle some of the business market’s most pressing challenges, and I look forward to exploring further avenues of collaboration and engagement between the WWPC family!
Not only meeting experts, but also making long lasting friendship with very respectable and gorgeous people.
History was made in those short days and I can’t wait for another one that can come close to the breadth and depth of this conference and the intellectual excitement generated from it.
Again I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Leslie, Jennifer and the entire organizing committee for such a successful, cheerful, inspiring, unforgettable conference. Your outstanding
hospitality made the conference very delightful and enjoyable.
Looking forward to attending more WWPC conferences!
Dr. George Samir
Express International Group
Egypt
Dear Leslie and WWPC Team!
Greeting from Pakistan! Congratulation for arranging successful event in
Pattaya, it was unforgettable event in my life where I met with lot of old & new
friends , cargo experts , Amateur Singers and best solo dancers as well , in
short you arranged all wonderful people from around the world under one
roof
Weather, resort, beach, convention hall, promotional items, meeting schedulers,
management, food, evening events, everything was Perfect
I appreciate your Spirit, courage and management skills, wish you and your team
very best of Luck for future endeavors
Cardinal Regards
Tariq Din
Perfect Logistic Solutions – Pakistan

Hello Leslie & Jennifer,
Wow, another EXTAVAGANZA WWPC Conference happened in Thailand once again in Pattaya City. We, Priority Freight Co., Ltd., as a host country as well as an attendee to the event,
we have heard nothing but praises from all the members at the conference about the superb
job in organizing the meetings and selecting a very beautiful venue for 2015 conference. This
give us opportunities to get closer and to know each other and form a platform of relationship
among the members.
We have to say, we are delighted to be part of WWPC Network and have seen the changes of
the network tremendously during these past years.
Congratulations to Leslie for a very successful and memorable conference that we ever have.
Hope Thailand would get another opportunity to host the conference again in the year to
come.
Thanks & Best Regards.
Paul Pruchyanimit
Priority Freight Co., Ltd.
Bangkok, Thailand.

We look forward to seeing everyone at the 29th WWPC Convention
in Tenerife, Canary Islands • Spain on May 22 • 26th, 2016

